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Bridge of the Gods is a radiant, joyous and deeply empowering masterpiece 
for ascending humanity, authored by New Th ought International’s very 
own Spiritual Leader, Teacher & Speaker ~ extraordinaire:
Th e Reverend Dr. Linda De Coff 

A Spiritual Classic for our emerging civilization of Higher Wisdom and 
Light, Bridge of the Gods off ers sure ways to incorporate the most 
elevated attributes of Divine Life and Highest Principle of God, at a most 
accelerated rate.

Align with the Perfect Christ Consciousness. Establish right relationships 

with Universal Mind. Delight in fi nding your true unity with all, and 

discover God’s Way of perfect demonstration of every good. Rejoice 

in the new order of sanctifi ed relationship for the God-man and God-

woman, today. Exult in the true dominion of your Higher Self, and fi nd 

the hidden Spiritual Powers and regal majesty of the Master ~ you! Enter 

the Sacred Kingdom of the Holy Breath.

Bridge of the Gods is a complete compilation of Dr. Linda’s vast reservoir 
of knowledge; and is drawn from timeless and eternal teachings of both 
Eastern and Western Metaphysics.

Rich in stories, breathtaking and profoundly healing meditations, 
practical techniques and exercises, this Divine Book can raise you to the 
highest levels of Truth, Wisdom and Light; and help you to perform the 
complete conversion of every aspect and limiting tendency, that you may 
be free to be your fully illumined Divine Self in all your ways.

An outstanding Master Work for living each day in a sublime state of 
Highest Consciousness, Bridge of the Gods brings us back into the 
Soul of our Divine Origins, revealing the richest Kingdom of “God 
within” each and every man and woman, and all that is ...illumining the 
true liberty and birthright of the Heavenly Estate.

Global Divine Consciousnes Series ~
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OTHER PUBLISHED BOOKS INCLUDE:

“Living the Miracle Consciousness”

“Songs of Eternity” ~ Treatments, Meditations & Contemplations on the 

Word of God”

“Divine Prosperity” ~ Secrets of the Kingdom”

“Divine Romance & Perfect Partnership” ~ Th e Immortal Principles and 

Powers of Divine Love”

“Th e Legacy of the Cosmic Christ”

“Th e Return of the Cosmic Christ”

“Th e Dawn of Highest Healing through Alignment with Perfect Principles 

of God”

“Immortality Now” ~ How To Live Forever in Your Divine Body of 

Light”

Th roughout all books of the Global Divine Consciousness Series, Dr. 

Linda De Coff  touches every condition of life with astonishing clarity and 

luminosity, off ering enlightening keys on how to raise yourself everyday in 

every way to become the Divine Plan fulfi lled.

Dr. Linda takes the reader into the New City, “not built with hands,” - to reveal 

the New Jerusalem and the fl awless Master Spiritual Plan for establishing perfect 

and permanent patterns for living the Kingdom of Heaven on earth.

Learn how ~ through the Ageless Master Teachings of Science of Mind, 

and aligning with Universal Laws and Principles of the highest order ~ 

we can release limitless fountains of Abundance and joy into our lives.

“For Light Beings Everywhere………………

Th e Time has Come!........................................
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REVEREND DOCTOR LINDA DE COFF

FOUNDER: NEW THOUGHT INSTITUTE OF NEW YORK
(Dedicated to the Spiritual Enlightenment & Advancement of 

Everyone Seeking the Truth)
NEW THOUGHT INTERNATIONAL, INC.

(An Association of Global Centers for World Peace & 
Enlightenment)

Divinely destined for leadership from the beginning, the Reverend 
Dr. Linda De Coff  was born in the Nation’s Capital of Washington 
D.C., the Capital City of our great Nation of America ~ the home of 
the Spiritual Renaissance of our earth.

Joining some of the leading metaphysicians of our time, such as 
Louise Hay, Deepak Chopra and Wayne Dyer, the Reverend Dr. Linda De 
Coff  is a spiritual leader and international speaker, teacher and author 
of the highest order and magnitude. Dr. Linda is a highly accomplished 
Practitioner of Religious Science, and her involvement in the New 
Th ought Movement spans over 30 years.

In her extensive exploration of the world’s most enduring Spiritual 
philosophies, Dr. Linda has studied the master teachings of Jesus Christ, 
Buddha, Paramahansa Yogananda, Sathya Sai Baba and other Masters of 
the Far East, Ernest Holmes’ Science Of Mind, Mind Freedom, and the 
timeless philosophies of Tibet and the Tao. Dr. Linda combines the best 
of the East and West in her powerful teachings of the Truth.

Th e Reverend Dr. Linda De Coff  is also a noted speaker and lecturer, 
giving seminars, workshops and classes on the teachings of Science Of 
Mind, nationally and internationally to a rich and varied array of audiences, 
students and admirers from all branches of the metaphysical world. She 
has also appeared on TV and Cable shows nationwide.

In 1993, Linda De Coff  established Th e New Th ought Institute...“where 
Great Minds can convene and share their illumined insights with all of 
us.” New Th ought Institute of New York is the East Coast Headquarters 
for New Th ought Worldwide, a powerhouse of many of today’s leading 
metaphysicians, authors, speakers and advanced thinkers.

In 1996, Dr. Linda expanded to create a Global Center for 
World Peace & Enlightenment in the heart of New York City; and in 
celebration of the golden millennium year 2000 ~ Dr. Linda founded 
New Th ought International, Inc. ~ to serve as a universal and non-
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denominational affi  liate Association of Global Centers for World Peace 
and Enlightenment with headquarters in the state of Florida.

From 1969 to 1982, Linda De Coff  made her mark as a noted Broadway 
actress with rave reviews from some of New York’s most infl uential theater 
critics, such as John Beaufort of Th e Village Voice and Judith Crist of Th e 
New York Times. She has also starred in a number of Films and TV shows 
opposite such lustrous contemporary as well as time-honored stars, such as 
Danny De Vito, Raul Julia., Rex Harrison and Christopher Lloyd.

Th roughout Linda De Coff ’s acting career, the press had also 
recognized the light that naturally emanates from her. Th e Village 
Voice said: “Th ere is a marked luminosity of Linda De Coff ’s portrayal of 
Nina.” Vincent Canby of the New York Times celebrated Linda as, “an 
actress of obvious character and feeling.”

Th at “marked luminosity” and “obvious character and feeling” is the 
golden thread that runs through all of Reverend Dr. Linda’s talks 
and teachings, and is the lustrous quality that ranks her as one of the 
foremost New Th ought leaders of our time.

In November of 1995, Dr. Linda’s Doctorate of Divinity Award in 

Metaphysics was celebrated at Th e United Nation’s 50th Anniversary 

Celebration, where Dr. Linda spoke on “Th e New Millennium of 

Universal Spirituality.”

In May of 1996, Dr. Linda made her premiere appearance at 

Carnegie Hall, introducing her most powerful and riveting subject: 

“Immortality Now and Forever!”

Th e Reverend Dr. Linda De Coff ’s current focus is on a series 

of original seminars and books ~ forming a spiritual powerhouse of 

evolutionary thought, known as “Global Divine Consciousness.” Th ese 

ongoing New Millennium events focus on advanced Spiritual Principles 

and highlight ideas on the forefront the Spiritual Consciousness 

Revolution.

From 1999 to the present day, Dr. Linda has pioneered a series of 

original Global Divine Consciousness and Global Prosperity Millennium 

Programs ~ making original Master Talks, Teachings and Publications 

available over the Worldwide Internet in both English and Spanish for 

Beloved students, friends and followers around the world. Website ~ 

http://newthoughtinternational.com
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ON REVEREND DOCTOR LINDA DE COFF

“Linda’s ability to communicate on the Spiritual pathway is Divine. I fi nd 

that Reverend De Coff  generates a tremendous amount of magnetism, 

understanding and love towards those who come into contact with her.”

Victor Morris, Architectural Engineer

“Th e Reverend Dr. Linda De Coff  is encouraging, instructive and 

stunningly insightful. She possesses an authority and demeanor that 

reveals the Spiritual depths of her being. All who are in contact with her 

are richly blessed by her presence.”

Rev. Joy K. Noel, Minister

“One wonderful thing after another has occurred, since I started working 

with Dr. Linda’s book…and only three days after I began.”

Mel Th ompson, Teacher/Practitioner

“Linda is not only one of the fi nest people I have known, but her skills as 

a teacher and as an inspirational leader are of the highest order. She has a 

special way of touching and enriching the lives of each person she meets.”

Irv Weinberg, Advertising Executive

“Linda helped me remember my magnifi cence.”

Claire Louise Roberts, Attorney/Writer

“Her Spirituality has given me a faith and love of myself which before 

had eluded me. For the fi rst time I have peace of mind. It was through our 

work together that I am now able to focus on what I want to accomplish 

in my life.”

Stacy Strauss, Actress

“I credit Linda’s wisdom, kindness and high Spiritual awareness for my 

transformation. Linda guided me to open up and accept all the great 

abundance of God that has and continues to unfold in my life.”

Kevin Dyer, Construction Supervisor
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For the Sons

And Daughters

Of God ~

In their Day,

Shall Be like Lightning

Which fl ashes,

And lights up the Sky...

From one end to another.

Nor will people say ~

In seeking the

Father’s Glory ~

Here it is or there it is!

For behold ~

Th e Kingdom of God

Is within you

And the Living Christ

Shall rule the Earth.
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To our Risen Civilization ~

To the Christ-race Atman,

Beloved of the Father...

Born anew in the Heart of Humanity ~

Th e Temple of the Living God,

And the Glory of the Heavens brought forth!
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Chapter One

The Awakening
Discovering the Bliss of your 

True Divine Reality

INTRODUCTION

“Bridge Of Th e Gods” is the Master Book of my “Global Divine 

Consciousness” Series. It touches on all aspects of mental, physical, 

emotional and spiritual evolution ~ setting the stage for advancement, 

igniting the fl ame of God within and giving methods, meditations, 

examples and practical application exercises for on the spot transformation 

and raising up into the God level and way of accomplishment.

Chapter 1 ~ “Th e Awakening” speaks of the necessity for the human 

race to rise to the next level, now ~ of ascendancy in conscious evolution 

through identifying with our Divine Origins {Th e Kingdom} and 

claiming our spiritual identity as one with Father/Mother/God. For 

right movement, fl ow and growth we must let go of the lesser attainments 

and stages of consciousness and manifestation for the greater. Whether 

collectively or personally, it is essential when a certain level of success 
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and power has been attained ~ that we release and move to the next 

Higher Realm, or stagnation sets in.

Leaving the age of materialism and duality behind us, we now seek to 

become Masters of the Spiritual Kingdom ~ moving into the penthouse 

of ourselves, the crown chakra, as it were. Herein lays all our joy, our 

progress and our discovery of our superior and limitless Divine powers. 

By loosening identifi cation with the sense world, we begin to access the 

greater causal gifts and realms.

Th e opening meditation helps the individual pass “the rings pass not” 

~ the barriers between his or her self and the next level of limitless 

awareness and ability ~ that the individual may tap guidance of Higher 

Mind for fulfi llment of their current heart’s desires.

I believe we must always learn to use our power of choice ~ to develop 

Spiritual authority, and come out of victim consciousness. So I begin each 

chapter with defi nite goal setting and encourage the setting of strong 

goals {focusing around fulfi llment of pure heart’s desires} throughout. 

When the will is highly focused, the reader becomes receptive to the 

Higher Way and technologies of God I wish to impart.

Now, we are leaving the age of duality and separation ~ making Love 

and Unity our Divine standard in all ~ healing race mind negation and 

liberating from the hypnotic infl uence of limitation and separation 

thoughts. Th e Password to freedom and ever-new bliss is God-I are 

One, “Th e Father and I are One.” Th is is the very fi rst step of getting 

off  the karmic wheel and bringing “Heaven to earth”…and the constant 

mantra of recognition for the burgeoning Christ Race.

�

The Spirit of Evolution is upon us, emerging and unfolding, even as we 

now rise up on the Divine Breath of God. Divine Light is alighting and 

illuminating the face of the earth, as we awaken to the Great Truth of 
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our Higher Mansions and Heavenly Estates, and the thrilling reality of the 

vast dimensions of Spiritual knowledge that lay before us ~ resplendent 

in ultimate wisdom and glorious in untold gifts of Spirit...for us to 

behold. Th ese radiant gifts of limitless potential are ours to develop, as 

we approach with deepest reverence, pass under the luminous archway, 

place our feet upon the sanctifi ed stones and cross the threshold of the 

Bridge of the Gods into higher stages of Universal Oneness and Bliss.

“For behold, I have gone before you, and prepared a place for you in my 

Father’s house.”

Let us embark on our great journey of expansion across the bridges 

of time and space by starting with an opening meditation to center our 

minds and to prepare ourselves to receive of the highest information 

possible; so that we may advance in power and light, moving ever 

forward into the Supreme Oneness that we are.

Ascending to the High Place, let us right now take a deep breath ~ 

breathing deeply into every pore of our being, the awareness of the complete 

Divinity and all the light, love, power and clarity that we are ~ letting go 

all that is past - all thought-taking that has gone on before.

Right now, at this very moment, we are open and available to the 

luminous truths of the entire cosmos. We are open to the Great Universal Mind 

and receptive to its stream of information ~ that information of Divine Light, 

which is the substance of our freedom, and that pours forth in abundance, right 

now, from the wisdom fountains of eternity ~ exalting every individual on 

earth.

Fine Gold Dust of Truth pours gently over us ~ blanketing the body, mind 

and soul, and bringing forth Light. Th e Face of God shines upon us.

We give thanks that we are Divinely guided beyond comparison, that 

each one of us receives the Revelation that we need to move out of restriction 

~ to move forward into greater joy, and happiness and Fifth Dimensional 

Living. We give thanks to the Presence of all of life, to that which upholds all 

of life, and to that incomprehensible love and power that surrounds us and 

infi lls us, now...with the inestimable beauty, bounty and glory of its ineff able 

nature.

And as we think of these things, and each one of us brings to mind, that 

particular good of ascended virtues, and enhanced measures and attributes of 
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greater livingness, he or she desires to incorporate ~ we are exalted in Divine 

Ideas of Perfection and Bliss.

Let us remind ourselves, now, that through the awareness stimulated by 

the information and conscious ascension techniques, that we shall be looking 

at, we may fi nd an open-door policy on the rings of God and Bridge of 

Destiny, as we move up the rungs of the cosmic ladder, step by step in perfect 

Divine order, and everlastingly surrounded by Divine Love. Th rough our 

Pure Light Consciousness, we pass beyond the rings-pass-not and move freely 

into greater dimensions of our being ~ dimensions of mind, {the Mind of the 

One}, and dimensions of purest feeling, {that are of the essence of God}. Now, 

we don the lustrous mantle of the pure and the transcendent Heart of Love. 

Now, we pierce the veil of matter ~ fi nding the Golden Body and Diamond 

Consciousness in all.

Our minds are complete and undivided. We blaze forth our confi dent 

minds of faith and knowing ~ complete minds of trust in the Infi nite and the 

All, and we awaken to the invisible currents of Infi nite Connection, which 

are ours, now, and always have been.

Our bodies are moving, strengthening and perfecting along with our 

understanding, simultaneously, now ~ alchemizing and becoming the Divine 

pattern of love, life and freedom, and the Pentagon of Divine Light that we 

were always intended to be from the beginning.

“Before Abraham was, I am.”

We are the emancipation ~ one with the whole mind of God, now! We 

are ready to receive.

And as we gently return to the present, we give thanks for great 

demonstrations of good for each Divine jewel and child of God ~ each 

charismatic point of God and beloved of the Father, existing throughout all 

the domains of the Heavenly Mansions, from earth to the Celestial Lights 

~ that the greater demonstrations for all are immediate, and bestow greater 

good than ever before...for each one’s understanding is on high, and all are in 

Divine order.

We know that our word is one with the Divine intention, and the great 

Aum of the Universe, and already it has moved to loosen and eliminate any 

obstruction, anywhere. We are one in the New City and the new consciousness 

of mind. We are the new temple of risen Divine Consciousness, and the great 

universal knowing of the Truth of Light, whose time has come.
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And so it is!

Looking through the eyes of time, we can see that we have been 

progressing as a culture, particularly those of us in the vibrant climate of 

New Th ought teachings, who have been so privileged to enjoy the recent 

wave of metaphysical exploration, with Spiritual Centers emerging all 

over the world. We have been very alert, aware and striving. And we 

have been working; we have been studying, and we have been thinking. 

We have been trying out all kinds of self-awareness techniques and self-

enhancing methods, since the 1970’s.

Th is ultimate and quantum leap movement in consciousness, 

that we are now experiencing, began its irrepressible and irreversible 

strengthening in the 1970’s, with the advent and rise of all the diff erent 

physical and mental therapies and natural healing techniques that 

appeared on the horizon, and became accessible for common use. And 

now the Sun is in its full ascendancy, with glimmers of the next and 

highest terrain of discovery already having surfaced, coming to the 

forefront, and heralding a Higher Spiritual Healing technology than ever 

before known. Th e 1990’s culminated with Books such as Th e Celestine 

Prophecy and Conversations With God both reaching number one on all 

of the Bestseller Book’s Lists, awakening and delighting millions of 

people. Th is stellar shift in global interest has been accompanied by a 

worldwide increase of the new One Religion groups that affi  rm Divine 

Law and Principle, and profess the One Universal Spirituality.

Now, in the 21st century, the task for all is clear ~ Th e next step up 

the ladder of evolution for each and for all is rising to fully embrace the 

true spiritual reality of each one’s being, living from this high vantage 

point in all our ways and leaving materialistic approaches behind, as 

conquests of another age, no longer suffi  cient, no longer enough.

Th e greater evolutionary principle demands such lustrous progress 

now, for our outer worlds to manifest greater harmonies, solutions, and 

advancement,

“I, (the Greater Self) must increase. He/she must decrease!”

As a rising civilization, like Atlantis out of the sea, we now perceive, 

as Ralph Waldo Emerson pronounced:

“Th e greatest advancements for the future of mankind lie in the unexplored 

realms of Spiritual Dominion and domains of higher truth.”
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Even scientists in Great Britain, now are looking beyond speed 

of light theories ~ to fi nd that which is greater. And a greater sun 

behind our very own sun and many times larger in size has already been 

discovered and photographed.

Walls of division and elitism are crumbling, as the knowledge of 

the One God comes forth. Th e very walls of science are melting, as we 

are re-discovering the Light of our Divine Origins.

And the message that these wonderful books, and so many other 

wisdom teachings and exalted teachers have given us ~ is that the time 

is ripe for us ~ that we are really, really ready to acknowledge all that 

we are, and to advance as a One-God civilization, and to embrace the 

entirety of our being as one hundred per cent Spiritual ~ one hundred 

per cent bona fi de Divine Beings ~ Beings of Light...and to begin living 

from new platforms of truth in all our ways. We are ready to let go of 

the past and to acknowledge the One in the many and the many in the 

One ~ the Infi nite Essence that we are.

Th us, the story of awakening humanity, {our story}, is really the 

sublime story of the return of love and the descent of the Holy Spirit 

upon our earth. It is a Divine story of the evolution of the highest 

consciousness of love; and hence, access to greater livingness of Fifth 

Dimensional awareness...for every man and woman, having a human 

experience, as a Spiritual Being, today.

A profound alchemy of God is touching our souls, and we see 

ourselves, now, as inheritors of the Kingdom ~ progenitors of the Divine 

Race, and one within the greater Cosmic System. Every thought and 

action we have, we know resounds throughout the Universe, and has its 

eff ect throughout the whole. We are part of a great cosmic fabric and 

family, and we recognize it as never before.

Along with this awareness and together with all the great visionaries 

and Mystics of the Ages, like Rudolph Steiner and Aurobindo, we 

realize:

“We are constantly birthing into higher dimensions of ourselves...

and we shall not rest until we have gone all the way, and obtained the 

Supreme Pearl of Greatest Price, in all its radiant facets.”

All life is indeed the womb of preparation for the next stage and 

is never ending. Th us, today, philosophies of death, disease, decay and 
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denial are dissolving before us; and there shall be no death for us, 

anymore. Only ever increasing radiance, on ever more greatly intensifi ed 

and expanded spheres and tiers of light, shall open our reason to the 

more exalted view. And as we ascend the evolutionary ladder now, we 

shall fi nd our concerns of linear time, dissolving in an ultra-awareness 

of all time and dimensions existing simultaneously, and also available 

to us in the here and now; and our capacities to travel up and down the 

inter-dimensional ladder, and to commune at will ~ indeed to talk with 

the Masters, shall once again be restored. No more are we traveling a 

limited time line, careening toward death; yet we are gaining energy and 

longevity by moving ever upward into the liberating Light.

Th us, the most important task, that we, who are alert and aware, 

have a responsibility to accomplish ~ since, we do have the intelligence, 

and we do have the consciousness, and we do know what is happening, 

is to complete our individual and collective work of removing from the 

collective mind all those ideas that are erroneous, and that are incorrect 

and untrue about us as Divine Beings, at last uncovering the diamond 

body and revealing the perfect truth ~ known in the Christ Overself, 

that:

“We are one with Infi nite God ~ the totality of Spirit, having a 

human experience.”

So the ultimate goal for us and for all of our life purposes, now, is 

to come into this higher knowing ~ in and through everything we are 

doing, regardless of our calling or profession, or whatever occupation we 

are predominantly focused in; whether we are in business, or devoted to 

raising a family, or whether we are on the highway of a singular personal 

quest or universal mission. Whatever we are doing in this life, our one 

single and true through line is to bring out more and more light, love 

and unity, right now in our lives, right where we are appointed, and to 

reveal that Divinity ~ that Divine Spirit that we are one with in all that 

we do. And we must come to understand that this Evolution of Love, 

through us, is the one and only perfect path of ascension. And we must 

deeply know that the cultivation of this highest love is not love in the 

traditional sense that we have learned to think about it.

“How many people can I own and manipulate? Who loves me?”
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It is not about that at all; yet it is about truly evolving a universal, 

unconditional and heavenly love, and living it in our daily lives.

“How many lives can I empower, and raise into consciousness of 

the Oneness ~ including my own ~ that I may reclaim the Kingdom of 

my Father?”

Jesus didn’t come into hell states of earth fi re to test the air-

conditioning. He came to bring out each and every member of the 

God family, and to teach emancipation through elevation of Spiritual 

awareness, unifi cation with Godhood and demonstration of the perfect 

Spiritual healing technology of Divine Love.

And we are the fulfi llment now, of the perfect patterning, he 

blessedly set forth over two thousand years ago. Th us, our number one 

priority is to complete now, the purifi cation of our own lives and the 

redemption of our world. Th en we can progress, outward from there, 

into the many mansions of greater joy and luminosity, with all the Host 

of Heaven cheering us on.

Ask yourselves:

“How many lives can I empower, now? How much truth can I 

generate, and do I bring into this totality of being to help accelerate our 

Universe’s evolution, and quicken every being in it, and propel them 

forward? And if I am not doing this, how can I begin to join in this 

cosmic movement to promote God’s plan?”

So we realize now, that the jewels composing the Bridge of the Gods 

and embedded deep within its imperishable structure consist of diamond 

clusters of truth, purity, crystal clarity, love and beauty ~ all emitting the 

radiance of Divine Light. Th is bridge is the true bridge to ourselves. Our 

very feet and bodies are illuminated, as we touch these lustrous elements, 

and the light is ignited from within. All the quintessential elements for 

our awakening and walking the Ascension into Light and evolving into 

Pure Light Beings are within us, and are related to our Spiritual Essence. 

And these are the infi nite and golden qualities that emerge, when we 

are clear on who and what we are, and when we are not feeling pulled 

this way and that, and distractions of the sense world are not going on 

around us. When we are not in our reactivity and victim consciousness, 

built out of our collection of our self-created negativity, we may access 

higher worlds. When we are not there, yet when we are in the secret 
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place of the Most High ~ when we are communing with our Higher Self, 

and when we are in that still place, and knowing who we truly are ~ that 

is when we experience the waking up and welling-up of these qualities 

we are referring to ~ as kindness, love, well-wishing for one another 

pour out from us, melting greed and selfi shness from our very bones 

and etheric structure. A sense of oneness with the entire Universe of 

being sweeps over us, and adorns us with the Royal Robe, Ruby Ring 

of Unity and the Mantle of Peace. Wisdom ignites our forehead...and 

in these supreme moments the treasures and gifts of Spiritual life and 

transcendent powers open unto us.

When we reside in the High Place, recognizing our Spiritual Identity 

~ ideas of division, competition and separation fade away as so much 

nothing.

No longer can that line drawn in the sand survive, separating one 

from another

“Th ere is you, and there is me ~ this nation and that nation ~ your 

religion and my religion.”

Th ese old ideas, born of stilted awareness must go, and indeed, do 

vanish from our thought fi eld, and therefore our world. We shall exult 

anew in the awakened sense of abiding in a very harmonious and whole 

Universe, and playing our part in upholding that Universe, while a 

deep reverence for all creation permeates our souls. Th e treasure of life 

and the awareness of this precious gift shall indeed become ours once 

again.

And just like the astronaut heroine in Carl Sagan’s book “Contact” 

bravely steps into the atomic accelerator to travel to inner spiritual 

dimensions and fi nds ultimate healing Truth…the very fl oor of our 

thought shall dissolve into Fifth Dimensional patterning. Hard walls 

of separation shall then become luminous and scintillating malleable 

substance; and through our automatically accelerated consciousness, 

we shall be able to cross over the threshold anytime, into Heaven’s 

Mind, and then come back to bring greater truths of Higher Kingdoms 

into our physical reality ~ passing back and forth through the veil, 

any time we choose, and at will. Our individual purposes have now 

expanded, and we see ourselves anew as limitless cosmic citizens, and 
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ever more frequently in the context of the One. Th ere is no more ceiling 

of separation between us and the Divine.

“Oneness with God and all is our key, unlocking the latent powers 

of our true estate.”

“For do we really have limits?”

You know, it has become harder and harder for doctors and scientists 

to determine the actual moment of physical death these days. Recently, 

a man came out of a seven year coma.

“Who can say what good he was gathering, while he appeared to 

be gone?”

I always affi  rm to myself:

“I have a choice. If I am here on this planet, let me add unto it 

in everything that I think, say and do. Let my presence make the 

planet more wonderful, and let the vibrations resound throughout the 

Universe. Let me tune into Divine Mind and fi nd out what is best for 

me to do, and how I may best serve.”

We have a choice to add or detract, wherever we are. Likewise, 

we have all had our experiences of being blissfully one, and we know 

what that is like. And we are having these elevated occurrences more 

frequently these days, because, {thank God}, there are more and more 

great teachings and revelations taking place, which are being dispersed 

to all who seek. Th e Higher Mind is propelling us forward, and we want 

to get to that place, where we have become so empowered, that we shall 

raise above all those magnetism’s of the negative thought fi elds from 

the past, to where we can now abide and live unceasingly in the purest 

Principle of Love continuously. Soon, of ourselves, we shall certainly 

discover that the great secrets of the pyramids are written within us. 

And the temple of man is nothing less that the Temple of the Living 

God.

What I am talking about here, {just understand this, it is so simple} 

~ what I am talking about is the unspeakable prowess of Divine Love, 

the Power of Powers, that any Master will tell you is the Great Mystery of 

Mysteries, the Great Unknowable. Divine Love is the omnipotent Mind 

of God that provides all that there is. Divine Love is the Breath of your 

Life, and it is within you, fi lled with atomic potency ~ just awaiting 

your use.
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“So what are the great teachers and teaching instruments of past, 

present and future telling us?”

When you rise to the level of Divine Love, you shall have your 

Christ Power to cast the mountains into the sea and to heal any and all 

things. Divine Love is all and the way of Ascension! Our consciousness 

of Divine Love provides every good for us. It brings all the gifts. It 

brings protection; it brings freedom. It brings resources directly out of 

the substance. Th e materialization of that which we desire to experience 

comes right out of our connection with that One Divine Power. Th us, our 

story is a story of ever-increasing connectedness with the Higher Power, 

and there are ways, whereby once we have spontaneously experienced 

this connectedness with the Universe, we can consciously maintain it, 

so that we will never again have to feel that we are living in a world of 

duality, or experiencing separation from any good in our lives. And we 

shall examine the incremental ways, and open some secret doors and 

passageways, as we proceed across the Bridge of the Gods into Divine 

Light, and unleash the Royal Secret of the Ages.

“Whatever, the Creator is, I am. How great is my world.”

So Divine Love is the hub and cornerstone of what it is all about, 

causing the conversion of all gross tendencies, humors, tapas and 

attitudes to alchemize into sublime Spiritual energies and powers, and 

bringing forth the qualities of Spiritual freedom: adventure, abundance 

affl  uence, altruism, ascension, Divine Love and Heavenly Amour.

“I am the Phoenix rising out of the ashes of my yesterday into the 

splendor of eternity.”

Now, in our raised state, fearfulness has transformed to become 

the spirit of boundless adventure and radical reliance of God. Division 

has risen to sublime unity; lack, sorrow and failure have converted 

to abundance, affl  uence and success, and personal acquisitiveness and 

greed have been remade in the image of God to breathe forth the sweet 

elixir of altruism. Selfi shness and separation have been transmuted into 

Divine Awareness and Divine Amour. As we proceed with our ascension 

on the spiral staircase of love, we simultaneously view each of these 

noble qualities, appearing and standing out before us, as the Divine Soul 

and human will merge through the chakras with the will of God.

“As I rise, all thing rise to meet me.”
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Yes, Divine Love is what it is all about. And we rejoice in doing our 

Divine work of highest vision and standards, now. We are choosing 

and accomplishing our supreme and foremost goal of highest Spiritual 

attainment, working along and close-at-hand with the evolutionary 

impulse that is moving you and me, and which is the very force that 

has brought us all together to have a universal clearing experience. In 

this way, we bless ourselves with a profound elevating and transforming 

experience, that is of God, and that is God. And we recognize that God 

and Divine Law is the Evolutionary Principle that is prompting us and 

propelling us to go further into Heaven’s Mind and the Light that is 

bringing Heaven to our earth, right where we are.

“Don’t we know God has an idea, and is the Silent Force, behind all, 

guiding us in limitless wisdom according to the High Plan ~ arranging 

the perfect tapestry of connections and inspirations in our lives to create 

the seamless garment in all?”

All of us have responded to that Divine call and inner impulse; and 

we know this impulse has been going on forever. It is that Principle of 

Infi nite Life within us ~ ever urging us to be, to do, to have, to express 

the more.

Ask yourself:

“Why would people want to get wealth? Why would people even 

think that they could? Why would people desire to do great feats and 

bring about great accomplishments, whether it is drawing magnifi cent 

paintings, whether it is cultivating the greatest and most successful 

business, or building the most beautiful building or discovering anti-

gravity technology ~ whatever it may be? What is this impulse, that 

resonates its sound infi nitely in our souls and that expresses forever, so 

uniquely, within each one of us?”

It is that Evolutionary Principle speaking to us, and alerting us to 

the fact that there is always more to us than meets the eye. Th ere is a 

something greater in us ~ the Essence of Heaven, out of which we have 

been created, and the Eternal Flame that abides in constant unity with 

the Creator...the Light that ever seeks to come out.

“I am the fi re and light of Heaven ~ come to express that which I am.”

And we recognize our life is not about the particular form we have 

chosen to express our Divinity through, whether we are perfecting our 
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business ~ perfecting a relationship, perfecting our health, or raising 

ourselves out of the dust of matter. It is far beyond that. Th at is just 

our outer form and vehicle of transcendence ~ our very own Light Ship 

~ facilitating our Spiritual goal. But then we are to take this energy of 

our greater selves, consciously bring it out, apply it in every way, and 

co-work, {if you will}, with the Infi nite ~ with the impulse of Higher 

Evolution, which right now, heralds that we are the highest life form 

expression of the Kingdom, and can attain the highest experience; and 

through us, the Creator may fi nd Itself ultimately expressed in full.

“Why is that?”

Because we possess the living force of Divine Intelligence, and we 

are the living consciousness of God ~ God, the Great I am ~ the Life 

Force. Th e Divine Breath of the many bountiful names manifest us, as 

the perfect outpouring and re-creation of Itself. Th erefore, we possess 

all that there is, and all that life is ~ to the highest degree and potential 

possible.

“I am made in the image and likeness of God.”

Now, it makes sense that every parent wants for his or her child to 

blossom completely, and every rose has come to be fulfi lled. Th us, each 

one of us is a Divine expression of the Divine parent, a unique facet of 

the crystal of life ~ a being of Light that has an inherent perfection to 

their being, as one with the Most High. We are not talking perfection 

in human terms, but recognizing that deeper perfection of your being 

that calls to you to express the greater spiritual self that you are, in and 

through your chosen area, indeed, wherever you are. So the idea behind 

all of this is for all of us, individually and collectively, to awaken, now, 

and regain our gifts of life which have been suppressed so long ~ to 

bring them out and to come into perfect consciousness, once again of 

that which we are. Th is is the message of the New Millennium ~ which 

is the message of the New Golden Age, and the very way we may bring 

Heaven to earth.

Yes, we are at the critical point of collective entry into another Golden 

Age, and all good is before us. You know, there have been many periods 

in history where there have been Golden Age’s ~ where civilizations have 

advanced very, very far, and where all the gifts, and the mysteries and 
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the insights were active and realized within every being; and the people 

knew, and they understood. Everything was revealed to them.

“But what happened each and every time? Why didn’t the Infi nite 

Impulse or the Original Causal Impulse fulfi ll Itself?”

Th e Original Cause didn’t fulfi ll itself, because certain persons and 

rulers got stuck in power, and at the supreme moment of glory, forgot 

the One.

And so once we have manifested and created magnifi cent things, 

and then we say:

“How great I am!”

And then, at this point of personal glory, if we then forget to 

acknowledge our Source ~

“What happens?”

Everything immediately begins to breaks down.

So let us all know and decide that as we are discovering the truth, 

and getting our increased understanding, that we are going to make it 

a part of our being, and we are going to keep it in sacred trust; and we 

are going to see that the Divine idea comes to fulfi llment ~ that we are 

going to going to do our part, wherever we are.

“And we shall always humbly acknowledge our beloved Source, and have 

no other Gods before us.” Th en, the Infi nite shall open wide even and ever 

greater horizons of majesty for us to explore and enjoy.”

All is very well with us, and wherever we are, is our Divine 

appointment, and that is where we are supposed to be to bring out that 

which we are. And in this way, we can raise the Universe. We can lift 

our worlds and everyone throughout the world to a better place. In this 

way, as a collective body of Light, responding to the Higher Light, we can 

assure that the steps forward, that we take in conscious understanding, 

shall remain ours ~ eternally, along with all the blessings, because we 

know where in, and where of, is our Source.

“Our Kingdom is secure.”

We are the generation, that is remembering who we are, and there 

can be no greater bliss than this remembrance. If you look at the lives 

of any Master, you will perceive the many blessings they enjoy. Look at 

any Master of Divine Love. Now, each one of the Divine Host possesses 

powers over the physical plane. Th ey have dominion over the earth, 
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lands and seas...and all fi elds of energy and intelligence supply their 

needs. And they have only to speak their word in concert with the 

Divine Light to manifest whatever they desire.

“Father, I’ve got fi ve-thousand people to feed. Multiply these fi sh that this 

child has brought to me. Show forth Your abundance of Love.”

And the heavens pour forth their majesty, and the good supply is 

manifest! What we have to understand is the reason that people are 

given an increase in powers, and that they get to the sacred province and 

point of passing over the Bridge of the Gods is because they have arrived 

at a place, where their love is so highly evolved that they only use the 

power that is bestowed them ~ that is resident in the Universe, and 

opened wide unto them, for the purposes that promote Love.

Th is is a very, very, very important understanding. If you know that 

whatever your quest is ~ that whatever you are doing or aspiring to is not 

only prospering yourself, but prospering all, and is in accordance with 

the Divine Will, you will have limitless glory, because this approach of 

Highest Love is right and true under Heaven’s demands. Th ere is no lack 

in the Infi nite, and a world of good is yours, once the door to selfi shness 

and separation has closed behind you. Th erefore, behaviors that are 

driving you into lack are something you want to step out of ~ no matter 

what the they’s are saying, justifying, or what the world says.

“My Kingdom is not of this world. I am in this world, but not of it. And 

the poor {unrealized} you will always have amongst you.”

“Truth is truth! And our experience of the holy One is our only 

truth, and the only one we claim.”

So know that, in aligning your individual purpose with the cosmic 

idea and Universal Will ~ the universal idea of love, harmony, peace, 

advancement and prosperity for all, continues your life stream, and 

provides you with the passport, enabling and empowering you to cross 

dimensions of time, and space and light.

If this thread or if this circle is broken ~ if we have to get our good 

at someone else’s expense, or if we have to get our wealth by diminishing 

another, then we have not arrived at the perfect Principle of Love, and we 

cannot even begin to cross into the Promised Land. In truth, we would 

not even pass the energy check point. I always say, “God is never either/
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or, yet always Both and….!” Let your thinking always embody “Th e 

Highest Good for All!”

So too, if I feel that I am dependent upon persons, places or things 

for my wealth or for my good ~ for my rightful good as a child of the 

Infi nite and a being of Light, I still have not understood who I am, and 

cannot begin my transition into the Golden Light Body, nor experience 

the alchemy of the spheres ~ the metamorphosis ~ the transfi guration, 

from the chrysalis to the Saint.

And as Rudolph Steiner might have said, we know that:

“We must act as if we are preparing for birth into a greater life, right 

where we are, now ~ submitting all patterning to the Divine Alchemist for 

complete conversion.”

Take for example, Jesus. When the tax collectors came along and 

confronted Him, and they said:

“Okay, it is time for taxes.”

Jesus replied:

“Render unto Caesar that which is Caesar’s. Caesar has a government to 

run; let me pay my taxes.”

And, he went into the fi sh’s mouth, and retrieved and appropriated 

the necessary coins. He didn’t say:

“I can’t acquire the money. I’ve got to go steal it from someone else, or not 

pay my fair share.”

Jesus lived by Divine Law, perfectly conscious of the Infi nite Supplier 

in the here and now…and thus, he moved harmoniously in all worlds, 

with a sense of the harmonious operation of all systems of worlds, 

including governments. He was totally supporting and sustaining of 

all Universes, in all that He did...including the well being of all in His 

Infi nitely Transcendent Heart of countless chambers.

So just know it is no error that we are advised, over and over again, 

in all the lives of Masters throughout time, just how important the 

constant striving to express harmony, peace, courageousness and love 

is to the perfecting and raising of all our Divine qualities from within, 

and to bringing out the magnifi cence of our own lives ~ just how 

important learning how to sustain Perfect Love under all conditions is to 

the sustaining and fi nal emancipation of our lives, and to the regaining 

our immortal statures.
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Just ask yourself the following question, when you have something 

new in mind ~ and you always will, for you are one with the All in the 

All - the Limitless Spirit of Creation. As soon as you are done with one 

thing you will have something else come up, for there will always be 

new fi elds to conquer. Be aware of that, because you are an Infi nite 

being. You are not going to stop at any single creation. You are going to 

keep expressing that which you are, because that is what you are about 

- Unlimited Beingness and Astonishing Light.

So just ask yourself - when you embark on a goal of any great 

measure, regarding any new idea that you may have in mind:

“Does it prosper me?” “Does it prosper others?”

If the answer is yes, then of course, it must be brought out in 

sublime perfection. All the forces of the Universe will support you in 

your quest.

You can also treat or pray that whatever idea you have, that in 

its fullest execution and bringing forth into expression, it is not only 

enhancing yourself, yet everyone else connected to it. Now, this applies 

to our every area of endeavor or aspiration. We must understand that the 

Law of our Essence is the only Law, and it applies everywhere. No one 

gets out of having to perform this alignment with the scientifi c Law of 

Love...which is the Law of our Being.

“Love is the fulfi llment of the Law.”

And with Love perfected enough, we may place our feet on the 

elevated structure of the bridge, and commence our sacred way into the 

ultra dimension.

And we always have the choice to be Love or to be less ~ retard our 

growth and be less ~ or advance in greater Love...releasing the lower 

for the higher.


